The Commission invited quotation for printing of compendium of tariff orders for FY 2021-22. The specifications are as follows:

**Compendium of Tariff Order**

1. Total No. of Pages: 574 (Including 04 Colour pages)
2. Size of Pages: ¼ (Demi Size)
3. Quantity: 200 Copies (Approximately)
   (ii). Printing: Multi colour with lamination cover writing should be English only.
5. Inner Printing: (i). Multi color 20 pages maximum (100 GSM Art paper)  
   (ii). Bi-colour balance page.

The interested firms should send their quotations to the OSD (P&A), OERC with sealed cover clearly mentioning in bid letter on the top of the envelope “**Quotation Printing of Compendium of Tariff Orders for FY 2021-22**”. The quotation should include total cost of printing and per page (Bi colour) and multi colour printing charges. The price should be inclusive of applicable taxes.

The quotations should reach OERC Office within before .3.30 P.M. by 05.10.2021.

Sd/-

OSD (P&A)